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Abstract 
Visibly transparent luminescent solar concentrators (TLSCs) can optimize both 
power production and visible transparency by selectively harvesting the invisible portion 
of the solar spectrum. Since the primary applications of TLSCs include building envelopes, 
greenhouses, automobiles, signage, and mobile electronics, maintaining aesthetics and 
functionalities is as important as achieving high power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) in 
practical deployment. In this work, we combine massive-downshifting phosphorescent 
nanoclusters and fluorescent organic molecules into a TLSC system as ultraviolet (UV) 
and near-infrared (NIR) selective-harvesting luminophores, respectively, demonstrating 
UV and NIR dual-band selective-harvesting TLSCs with PCE over 3%, average visible 
transmittance (AVT) exceeding 75% and color metrics suitable for the window industry. 
With distinct wavelength-selectivity and effective utilization of the invisible portion of the 
solar spectrum, this work reports the highest light utilization efficiency (PCE × AVT) of 
2.6 for a TLSC system, the highest PCE of any transparent photovoltaic device with AVT 
greater than 70%, and outperforms the practical limit for non-wavelength-selective 
transparent photovoltaics.   
 
MAIN TEXT 
Introduction 
Building-integrated photovoltaic technologies (BIPV) can convert new and existing 
surfaces into power-generating sources, which simultaneously enables the operation of  
autonomous landscapes and reduces distribution losses.1–5 To maximize the output from 
the incident solar energy, integration can be advantageously deployed over the entire 
building envelope including the facades and rooftop areas. For the siding and window area 
this requires that the aesthetic quality is not compromised by the BIPVs. Visibly 
transparent photovoltaic (TPV) technologies typically aim to harvest the ultraviolet (UV) 
and near-infrared (NIR) portions of the incident solar spectrum and allow the visible (VIS) 
light to pass through, converting the invisible portion of light into electricity to supply on-
site energy.1,3,5 Additionally, TPVs can be readily integrated onto other smaller area 
applications including greenhouses, (electric) automobiles, (autonomous) mobile 
electronics and textiles while improving the energy utilization efficiency.1,4  
Practical deployment of TPV technologies requires both high power conversion 
efficiency (PCE) and high aesthetic quality, including high average visible transmittance 
(AVT) and color rendering index (CRI).1,29 Therefore, it is beneficial to maximize the light 
harvesting in the invisible portion of the solar spectrum and simultaneously fine-tune the 
absorption cut-off edges precisely at the UV/VIS and VIS/NIR borders to maximize the 
visible transmission (435 – 675 nm).1,3,5 In the past 5 years, efforts have been made to 
achieve high PCE and visible transparency in TPVs. For example, the bandgaps of 
organometallic halide perovskite materials were sensitively tuned by compositional 
engineering for UV-selective-harvesting TPVs;6,7 a series of novel low-bandgap polymer 
donors and non-fullerene acceptors have been applied in organic PV devices,8,9 and 
excellent photovoltaic performance with distinct NIR selectivity has been 
demonstrated;6,8,10–13 tandem architectures have also been utilized in TPVs to selectively 
harvest both UV and NIR portion of the incident solar spectrum, substantially reducing 
thermal losses and improving the output photovoltaic performance despite limitations 
imposed by current-voltage matching;6,11 the utilization of optical outcoupling layers for 
VIS photons and various types of transparent electrodes can simultaneously enhance the 
visible transparency and the utilization of invisible photons.10 Currently, the PCE of thin-
film TPVs have reached ~8-10%, however, the highest reported AVT is around 40-50% 
due to considerable parasitic absorption from the electrodes, active layers, and non-ideal 
wavelength-selectivity.10,11,14 
Alternatively, transparent luminescent solar concentrators (TLSCs) optically shift 
the solar energy conversion to edge-mounted traditional PV cells via waveguided 
photoluminescence (PL) via total internal reflection. The lack of electrodes over the active 
area enables TLSCs with wavelength-selectivity to achieve the highest possible visible 
transparency while improving defect tolerance and eliminating the need for electrode 
patterning. This can help circumvent several of the challenges for thin-film TPVs and 
simplify the manufacturing.1,3,4 Much of the previous work on TLSCs with NIR harvesting 
have absorption profiles that have limited UV capture with PCEs up to around 1% and 
AVTs above 70% for a light utilization efficiency (LUE) of 0.7.  Note that LUE = PCE × 
AVT, and was introduced to enable a comparison between various TPV technologies 
against theoretical limits of varying AVT.15 The highest reported and certified 
semitransparent LSC devices based on inorganic nanocrystals have reported a PCE of 2.2% 
with an AVT of 44% (LUE of 0.97) and a brown color.16 Multiple luminophores with 
various wavelength-selectivity can be incorporated into the LSC waveguide to maximize 
the spectral coverage of light harvesting,17–24 enhance photovoltaic performance,2,25–27 and 
balance the color neutrality.1,5,28,29 However, the coupling or reabsorption between 
different luminophores often leads to a reduction in the efficacy of this approach.30,31 In 
this work, we simultaneously introduce highly luminescent phosphorescent nanoclusters 
(NCs) and fluorescent organic molecules into TLSCs as isolated UV and NIR selective-
harvesting luminophores, respectively. The nanoclusters selectively harvest UV photons 
while exhibiting near-unity photoluminescence quantum yields (QY) and massive 
downshift of the luminescence into the NIR, without the use of heavy or toxic elements 
like lead.41,45 To effectively pair these emitters and prevent parasitic reabsorption loss of 
the nanocluster emission in the NIR absorbing organic fluorophore we show a strategy to 
isolate the absorption/emission bands. The corresponding dual-band selective-harvesting 
TLSC exhibits PCE over 3% due to the effective utilization of the invisible photons and 
high QYs of the luminophores. Distinct UV and NIR selectivity offers the TLSC excellent 
aesthetic quality (AVT over 75% and CRI of 90). These down-shifting dual-band TLSCs 
also show good photostability with minimal degradation over more than 700 hours of 
continuous 1 Sun illumination. This work reports TLSC devices with the highest PCE at 
the highest transparency, the highest LUE, and demonstrates a novel design to effectively 
utilize the solar spectrum in a highly aesthetical approach.      
 
Results 
The dual-band TLSC device is composed of two distinct waveguides as shown in 
Figure 1A with the UV component coated in polymer matrix on one waveguide and the 
NIR component on the other. An air gap is utilized to optically isolate the waveguided 
luminescence in each panel to prevent parasitic reabsorption and retain scalability. For 
more practical deployment, this air gap can be replaced with a low-index polymer,32–34 
metal oxide,35–39 or glue with little change in the performance.40   
The top UV component is based on phosphorescent hexanuclear nanoclusters, 
where the chemical structure of Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2COO)6 NC is shown in Figure 1B (the 
synthesis is described in the Experimental Section). Substitution of the apical halide 
positions has been shown previously to be an effective approach to increase QYs above 
50%.41–46 Both X-ray diffraction (XRD)42 and mass spectrometry41,43 are used to confirm 
the formation of the synthesized products (See Supplemental Information Note 1 and 2 for 
detail). Various terminating ligands ((CF3)n chain length) were synthesized and tested to 
maximize the QY with the composition above providing the highest value. We note that 
the chemical composition of the NC does not contain any hazardous heavy metal ions, 
which makes the deployment more environment-friendly. The TLSC waveguide was made 
by drop-casting NC/polymer mixture onto square borosilicate glass sheets to form uniform 
composite films. The normalized absorption and emission spectra of the NC in polymer 
are shown in Figure 1B. The spectra show band absorption cut-off at the UV/VIS border 
and NIR emission onset at the VIS/NIR border with a massive downshift over 300 nm and 
a corresponding QY of 80±5 in polymer matrix (75±5% in acetonitrile), which makes these 
NCs a good UV selective-harvesting luminophore for TLSC applications.46  
The bottom waveguide is based on fluorescent organic small molecules. In organic 
and molecular semiconductors light absorption originates from the transition from the 
ground state to excited molecular orbitals. The energy difference between the excited 
molecular states forms discontinuities in the density of states. Therefore, these energy gaps 
can be tuned to transmit visible photons in TPV applications. In this work, two different 
organic luminophores are demonstrated as NIR selective-harvesters: COi8DFIC (also 
referred to as O6T-4F),6,8,9,13 which has been developed as a non-fullerene acceptor in 
organic photovoltaics with excellent performance; and a BODIPY derivative with high QY 
in the NIR (details of the syntheses are provided in the Experimental Section).35 The 
molecular structures, normalized absorption and emission spectra of these NIR 
components in polymer matrix are shown in Figure 1C and D, respectively. Similarly, the 
NIR selective-harvesting waveguide was also made by drop-casting dye/polymer mixture 
onto glass sheets to form a uniform composite film. The absorption peak of COi8DFIC is 
at 745 nm and the emission peak is at 808 nm, resulting in a Stokes shift of ~60 nm and 
QY of 25±3% in polymer matrix (23±1% in chlorobenzene). Compared to COi8DFIC, the 
absorption peak of BODIPY is narrower with a smaller Stokes shift (10 nm), but the 
significantly higher QY of 40±3% in polymer matrix (41±2% in hexane) is among the 
highest values for this NIR emission range. Moreover, we have shown previously that 
Stokes shift is not always well correlated to performance and a more important parameter 
to analyze in the modified overlap integral (OI: 0.015, 0.40 and 0.56 for UV component 
with NC, NIR component with COi8DIFC and NIR component with BODIPY, 
respectively.),15 which indicates a similar level of reabsorption probability between the two 
emitters.15,47  
For optimizing LSCs it is advantageous to select an edge-mounted PV cell with a 
bandgap bordering the emission edge of the luminophores. This allows all the waveguided 
PL to be collected and converted to electricity while minimizing the voltage losses due to 
thermalization. Thus, the voltage of the LSC system is increased. With all three emission 
edges of NC, COi8DFIC and BODIPY below 900 nm as shown in Figure 1B-D, GaAs is a 
nearly ideal edge-mounted PV cell choice for these luminophores to maximize the overall 
photovoltaic performance. GaAs cells are mounted on two edges for current density versus 
voltage (J-V) measurements and on one edge of the dual waveguide for external quantum 
efficiency (EQELSC) measurements following the standardized procedures outline 
elsewhere, where both are accordingly corrected for the equivalent four-edge mounting 
(See Experimental Section for detail). 28   
Single-band TLSC devices with one lumiphore were first fabricated and optimized 
based on concentration. Dual-band TLSC devices with two luminophore combinations 
(NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY) were then fabricated and their photovoltaic 
performance was characterized. For comparison, the TLSC with NC-only (10 mgmL-1) was 
added as a reference device. The J-V characteristics of these TLSCs (active area of 
5.08×5.08 cm2 and total waveguide thickness of 0.635 cm) measured under AM 1.5G 
illumination are shown in Figure 2A. When a PV cell is edge-mounted onto an LSC 
waveguide, the LSC-PV system should be treated as an integrated photovoltaic device, and 
the input solar photon flux is received by the area of the front surface of the LSC waveguide 
(ALSC) rather than the area of the edge-mounted PV (AEdge), just as with any PV system. 
The NC-only TLSC shows short-circuit current density (JSC) of 2.5±0.2 mAcm-2, open-
circuit voltage (VOC) of 1.01±0.01 V and fill factor (FF) of 80±1%, resulting in a PCE of 
2.0±0.1%. As the organic molecules are added into TLSCs with the same UV component 
(NC concentration is kept at 10 mgmL-1), the JSC values are improved to 3.6±0.2 mAcm-2 
and 3.8±0.1 mAcm-2 while exhibiting similar VOC and FF. This results in corresponding 
PCEs that reach 2.9±0.1% and 3.01±0.07% for NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs, 
respectively, with color metrics suitable for the window industry. A champion device PCE 
of 3.65% is reached with higher NC concentration, however, the corresponding color 
metrics are outside the range of suitable for the window industry (See Supplemental 
Information Note 6 for detail). The average position-dependent EQELSC(λ) spectra are 
shown in Figure 2B. For NC-only TLSC the EQELSC contribution originates only from the 
light absorption of the UV selective-harvesting NC. Neither Rayleigh scattering (caused 
by particle aggregation) nor direct illumination of the edge-mounted PV is observed from 
the EQELSC profile. This also indicates that the haze from the devices is negligible, which 
is confirmed with optical spectroscopy. For the NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs, 
both UV and NIR peaks appear in their corresponding EQELSC spectra, which result from 
the dual-band selective-harvesting. The EQELSC peak positions match the absorption 
spectra of the corresponding luminophores. The EQELSC peak heights are constrained by 
both the luminophore QY values and the absolute absorption spectra. With the same NC 
concentration, the UV contribution is nearly the same for all three TLSCs. Both slightly 
higher absolute absorption peak and significantly higher QY of the BODIPY results in a 
substantially higher EQELSC peak compared to that of the COi8DFIC for this device size. 
As one of the most important consistency checks for any photovoltaic device, the JSC values 
extracted from J-V characteristics are confirmed by the integrated JSC ( 
 ) from 
EQELSC(λ). The 
 values are 2.42 mAcm-2, 3.60 mAcm-2 and 3.89 mAcm-2 for NC-only, 
NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs, respectively, and match well with the JSC from 
the J-V curves. Although the EQELSC peak of BODIPY in the NC+BODIPY TLSC is higher 
than that of the NC+COi8DFIC TLSC,  the broad absorption width of COi8DFIC 
compensates for the lower absorption peak and QY, resulting in similar contributions from 
the NIR components but different aesthetic quality.  
The series of position-dependent EQELSC spectra can be used to understand the 
scalability of LSC systems. The dual-band TLSC systems were fabricated with larger 
dimension (active area of 10.16×10.16 cm2), and the series of EQELSC at various d are 
plotted in Figure 2C and D for NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs, respectively, 
where d is the distance between the incident excitation beam and the edge-mounted PV 
cell along the centerline of the square waveguide (See Experimental Section for detail, and 
the corresponding photovoltaic performance are tabulated in Supplemental Information 
Note 6).28 Both UV and NIR peak values of each individual scan were extracted, 
normalized and plotted as a function of d in Figure 2E and F. The NC-only, COi8DFIC-
only and BODIPY-only TLSCs were also fabricated as references (See Supplemental 
Information Note 3 and Note 6 for detail). With the massive downshift of the NC, the 
reabsorption loss is so negligible that the EQELSC peak values in the UV of the NC-only, 
NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs stay nearly constant as d increases. With the 
absorption and emission profiles of all the luminophores as inputs, optical simulations are 
given in Supplemental Note 7, which shows that the UV component is suitable for scaling 
to the practical size over 1 m and the NIR components are suitable for applications around 
0.3 m that could be further improved with Stoke shift engineering principles shown 
previously.47 However, due to significantly stronger overlap between the absorption and 
emission spectra for both COi8DFIC and BODIPY, the reabsorption loss leads to a more 
pronounced decay of the NIR peak values compared to the UV peaks. As shown in Figure 
2E and F, the UV and NIR peak decay behaviors of the dual-band TLSCs strongly resemble 
those of the NC-only, COi8DFIC-only and BODIPY-only TLSCs, respectively. Given the 
similarity in the decay trend in each range of the EQELSC spectra, the isolation of the 
waveguides effectively enables total internal reflection within each waveguide so that the 
UV and NIR components operate nearly independently.  Improvements in scalability to the 
largest device sizes are likely achievable via Stoke shift engineering which has led to values 
over 100 nm for single-fluorescent emitters (See Supplemental Information Note 7 for 
detail), and more specifically, following chemical approaches that reduce overlap 
integrals.47,48    
Aesthetic quality is equally important as photovoltaic performance for any TPV 
device, which determines whether a TPV device can be deployed in certain practical 
applications.1,3,5,28,29 The transmittance spectra (T(λ)) of the NC-only, NC+COi8DFIC and 
NC+BODIPY TLSCs are plotted in Figure 3A along with the photopic response of the 
human eye (V(λ)) for comparison. NC shows an absorption cut-off edge at the UV/VIS 
border and BODIPY exhibits a NIR-band absorption onset at the VIS/NIR border. 
However, the broad NIR-band absorption of COi8DFIC extends into the red/NIR range, 
leading to lower visible transmittance with a slight blue tint. T(λ) is used to quantify the 
main figures of merit for aesthetic quality: AVT, CRI and CIELAB color space coordinates 
(a*, b*). All three parameters are prominently utilized metrics in the window industry to 
assess overall transparency and color quality of glazing systems. With good UV selectivity, 
the NC-only TLSC shows AVT of 81.9% and CRI of 91.3. For the dual-band TLSCs, the 
AVT and CRI of the NC+COi8DFIC TLSC drop to 65.6% and 82.9. With the better NIR 
selectivity of BODIPY, the AVT and CRI of the NC+BODIPY TLSC is improved to 75.8% 
and 88.3, respectively. Even more important are the color coordinates, which are discussed 
below in detail.   
The photon balance is a necessary consistency check to confirm the validity of 
independent measurements including EQELSC(λ), T(λ) and R(λ) at every wavelength 
(EQELSC(λ) + T(λ) +R(λ) ≤ 1). The photon balance for all the TLSC devices in this work is 
shown to be consistent in Figure 4.1,28,29 
 
Discussion 
Because color coordinates of glazing systems are often utilized as a strict criteria 
for product viability in the window industry, the impact of NC concentration on aesthetic 
quality and photovoltaic performance of the NC-only, NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY 
TLSCs is systematically studied for both performance and aesthetics. The CIELAB color 
space coordinates (a*, b*) are commonly utilized to assess acceptable ranges of color 
tinting for products in the glass and glazing industries (-15 < a* < 1 and -15 < b* < 15 for 
many mass market architectural glass products). As the “reference light source” for TPVs, 
the incident AM 1.5G is at the origin (0, 0) (as colorless or neutral),1,29 and the (a*, b*) 
coordinates are plotted in Figure 3B as a function of NC concentration. These TLSCs are 
categorized into three groups: NC-only group, NC+COi8DFIC group and NC+BODIPY 
group, within each group NC concentration (1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 mgmL-1) is the only variable. 
Additionally, the COi8DFIC-only and BODIPY-only TLSCs are included as references. 
As shown in Figure 3B, the incorporation of COi8DFIC or BODIPY leads to negative 
values of a* due to the tail NIR absorption into red range. The b* of NC-only, 
NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs moderately increases as NC concentration 
increases from 1 to 5 mg mL-1, while further increasing the concentration above 10 mg mL-
1 causes a dramatic drop in TLSC aesthetic quality and b* values that are less acceptable 
to the window industry (b* > 15).   
Visibly absorbing semiconductor materials can also be utilized as active layers in 
TPV applications. Active layers with thin enough thickness or micro-segmented structure 
permits the transmission of a portion of visible light, which creates partial visible 
transparency.49 However, there is a direct trade-off between photovoltaic performance and 
visible transmission in this approach. As shown in Figure 3B, any non-neutral absorption 
profile within 435-675 nm range can result in sharp drops in AVT, CRI, and  increased 
deviation of (a*, b*) from the CIELAB origin. Therefore, this type of device is sometimes 
referred to as “semitransparent” PV or non-wavelength-selective TPV. Although the 
theoretical Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit for an opaque PV is 33.1%, the PCE of a non-
wavelength-selective TPV approaches 0% as the AVT approaches 100% - in the practical 
limit these devices approach 0% at AVTs around 85-90% due to reflections of double-pane 
encapsulation.1,3,5 The SQ and practical PCE limit lines for non-wavelength-selective 
TPVs are shown in Figure 5A. For wavelength-selective TPVs or TLSCs which harvest 
only UV (< 435 nm) and NIR photons (> 675 nm), the corresponding SQ PCE limit is 
20.6% with an AVT > 99%. The light-green shaded region reflect the practically achievable 
PCE and AVT combination with the wavelength-selective approach only, and the dark 
shaded green regions indicates the theoretical PCE and AVT combination with the 
wavelength-selective approach only. The PCE values as a function of AVT (60-100% 
range) of all three groups of TLSCs (including COi8DFIC-only and BODIPY-only 
references) are plotted in Figure 5A. Among all these devices, BODOIPY-only, NC-only, 
and NC+BODIPY (with 5 and 10 mgL-1 NC concentrations) TLSCs are all above the 
practical PCE limit line for non-wavelength-selective TPVs for the first time due to the 
good NIR selectivity and high QYs. As the NC concentration increases from 1 to 10 mgmL-
1, the PCE vs. AVT trend line of the NC-only group maintains a trend nearly parallel to the 
practical SQ PCE limit line until it starts to deviate above 10 mgmL-1 due to tail absorption 
extending into the visible range. The NC+COi8DFIC group and NC+BODIPY groups also 
show a similar trend as NC concentration increases, and the incorporation of the NIR 
component significantly improves the PCE of the dual-band selective-harvesting TLSC 
system over 3% (up to 3.65% with 20 mgmL-1 NC concentration) with modestly reduced 
AVT.  
Light utilization efficiency provides a metric for systematically comparing TPVs 
with different levels of AVT values on the same scale. LUE of all the TLSCs as a function 
of their corresponding AVT along with the SQ and practical LUE limit lines are plotted in 
Figure 5B. Although both the air gap and the tail of the NIR absorption into red range leads 
to a slightly reduced AVT level, the LUE still gains significant improvement stemming 
from the dual-band selective-harvesting. Literature reports are included as background in 
both PCE vs. AVT and LUE vs. AVT plots for comparison (See Supplemental Information 
Note 6 for detail). Among all the TLSCs, the NC+BODIPY shows the best LUE of 2.61 at 
an AVT of 71.6%, the highest LUE value reported for a TLSC system by over a factor of 
2.16 However, it is a balanced combination of PCE, AVT, and CRI or (a*, b*) that is 
important to consider when choosing optimal and deployable devices. As shown in Table 
S1 the NC+BODIPY with 5 mgmL-1 NC concentration is expected to be the most suitable 
TLSC device for real-world deployment as b* is < 15. We also note that the aesthetics of 
a TLSC depends on its T(λ), reflectance (R(λ)) and emission (PL(λ)) spectra. T(λ) 
determines the aesthetic quality observed from the transmitted side of the device as 
discussed above; whereas R(λ) affects the aesthetic quality observed from the incident side, 
which can also be quantitatively evaluated using CRI and (a*, b*) based calculations. Since 
T(λ) + R(λ) + A(λ) = 1, where A(λ) is the absorption spectrum of the TPV device, distinct 
UV and NIR wavelength-selectivity with a neutral absorption profile in VIS can lead to 
good color rendering observed from both sides for a TPV device.29 However, due to the 
working principle of LSC devices, a portion of the photoluminescence (~25%) can escape 
from the top and bottom of the waveguide (via the escape cone), which can be observed as 
“glow” if the PL (or a portion of PL) resides in the VIS range. Such glow can also affect 
the aesthetics of a TLSC device and create an effectively colorful haze under illumination. 
In our case, we have designed all the emitters to effectively emit outside of the visible 
range. While there is a slight advantage in being able to recapture NIR emitted light from 
the escape cone of the top waveguide with the NIR absorber in the bottom waveguide, this 
effect is relatively small.     
Looking ahead we consider strategies for further increasing the performance to 
approach the TPV and TLSC limit. The total photon flux at wavelengths < 435 nm is only 
~8% of the AM 1.5G. Harvesting light at wavelengths > 435 nm can rapidly cause a 
yellowish or brown tint (large positive b* values), which are unacceptable for the majority 
of window applications. In contrast, the NIR range between 675 nm and the absorption cut-
off of the edge-mounted PV cell (e.g. Si, GaAs, etc.) coincides with the peak of AM 1.5G 
photon flux, which has significantly more potential for power generation. Even with 
absorption extending into the red range, a resulting blue tint (negative a* value) is more 
visually acceptable, which offers more design freedom for NIR selective-harvesting 
luminophores and can even help to compensate poor b* values from yellow tinting. The 
QYs of various UV-absorbing luminophores including quantum-dots and nanoclusters have 
been gradually improved to more than 80% in recent years, and further improvement will 
likely be rather limited.6,21,22,24,36,38,39,43,46,47,50 By comparison, the QY of NIR luminophores 
currently ranges from 20-40%, including the compounds demonstrated in this work. 
However, there is still promise via chemical design to improve the QY closer to 60-80%. 
Improving the QY of NIR luminophores can effectively lead to performance improvement 
without changing the optical properties. This is reflected in Figure 2B for the NC+BODIPY 
TLSC: although the NC peak is much stronger than the BODIPY peak (due to higher QY 
and less reabsorption loss of the NC), the contribution from the NIR component is 
comparable to that from the UV component (2.4 mAcm-2 from NC vs. 1.5 mAcm-2 from 
BODIPY). Thus, future improvements in TLSCs can result from: 1) the improvement of 
the QY of the NIR selective-harvesting luminophores (allowing 2-3 times of enhancement 
in the NIR contribution without changing the aesthetics); 2) sharper wavelength-selectivity 
near the UV/VIS and VIS/NIR borders for higher visible transmittance and better color 
rendering; 3) separation of the absorption and emission spectra of the NIR luminophores 
to suppress the reabsorption loss. Considering a dual-band TLSC with QYs of ~80% in 
both UV and NIR components and nearly ideal wavelength-selectivity, the overall PCE 
would be ~7% with both AVT > 80% and CRI > 90. This PCE and AVT combination is 
well above the practical and theoretical SQ PCE and LUE limit lines shown in Figure 4A 
and B, and would be suitable for deployment in most practical applications.1   
Long lifetime performance is another key feature in real-world deployment. The 
photostability of all the NC-only, NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs were studied 
and are shown in Figure 6 A-C. Three key parameters were chosen to evaluate the 
photostability of the TLSC devices, and these parameters were normalized by the 
corresponding initial values: A(λ) spectrum is used to monitor the degradation of total light 
absorption for each luminophore; EQELSC(λ) spectrum can be used to represent the 
degradation of the contribution of each luminophore to the overall photovoltaic 
performance; internal quantum efficiency (IQELSC(λ) = EQELSC(λ) / A(λ)) is the EQELSC(λ) 
value normalized by the A(λ) at each wavelength, is used to analyze the photoluminescence 
stability of each luminophore under constant illumination of 1 Sun. All three parameters of 
the NC-only and the UV components of both dual-band TLSCs remain nearly constant 
after 700 hours of constant illumination. With the UV component as the top waveguide UV 
photons are filtered, which helps to minimize any degradation of the organic luminophores 
in the bottom NIR component.  
Finally, we note that the use of two waveguides with edge-mounted PVs in a TLSC 
can add manufacturing complexity, however, it is analogous to the deployment of double-
pane windows (insulating glazing) with a low-E coating so that a dual-waveguide TLSC 
will likely only lead to a small incremental cost on a premium window. 
In summary, by combining highly emissive NIR phosphorescent hexanuclear metal 
halide nanoclusters and NIR organic luminophores as isolated UV and NIR selective-
harvesting luminophores, respectively, we have designed and demonstrated dual-band 
selective-harvesting TLSC devices. Harvesting invisible photons from both UV and NIR 
portions of solar spectrum leads to PCE > 3%, with good wavelength-selectivity that results 
in AVT > 75% and CRI of 90 (LUE > 2.5). This approach could lead to devices with 
efficiency approaching 10% as NIR QYs are further improved. This work demonstrates the 
potential of TLSCs to be deployed as power-generating sources in multiple applications 
with high photovoltaic performance, excellent aesthetic quality, and long-term 
photostability. With simple and low-cost manufacturing, this technology is able to offer a 
promising approach to utilize solar energy in entirely new ways.  
 
Materials and Methods 
Nanocluster Synthesis:  
1) Cs2Mo6I14: MoI2 powder (2A Biotech) was uniformly mixed with CsI powder (Sigma-
Aldrich) with a stoichiometric ratio of 3:1. The mixture was then transferred into a quartz 
ampule (12 cm long, 1.5 cm diameter), and the ampule was sealed under vacuum. The 
ampule was heated at the reaction temperature of 750 °C for 72 hours to form Cs2Mo6I14. 
After cooling down to room temperature, the powder in the ampule was dissolved in 
acetone (wine-colored solution) and the undissolved impurity (unreacted black powder) 
was filtered out. The acetone was removed by rotary evaporation to obtain red Cs2Mo6I14 
powder. Powder XRD pattern of Cs2Mo6I14 was collected to confirm the product (See 
Supplemental Information Note 1 for detail). 
2) Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2COO)6: Cs2Mo6I14 was weighed and dissolved in acetone in a flask, 
and silver pentafluoropropionate (CF3CF2COOAg) (Sigma-Aldrich) was added into the 
Cs2Mo6I14 solution with a stoichiometric ratio of 6:1. The reaction was kept in the dark in 
a nitrogen atmosphere for 48 hours. After the ligand exchange reaction, the precipitated 
AgI was filtered out and the solution (cider-colored) was dried by rotary evaporation to 
obtain orange Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2COO)6 powder. The powder was purified by silica column 
chromatography (20% ethanal/80% acetone, gradually increasing to 100% ethanol) to yield 
the pure nanocluster product. Column chromatography was performed using Silicycle 60 
Å, 35-75 μm silica gel. The final purification step boosts the NC QY by ~10% by 
eliminating the non-radiative impurities from the reactions. Cs2Mo6I8(CF3COO)6 and 
Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2CF2COO)6 nanoclusters were prepared by reacting Cs2Mo6I14 and silver 
trifluoroacetate (CF3COOAg) or silver heptafluorobutyrate (CF3CF2CF2COOAg ) with 
similar procedure. All the NC products were confirmed by high resolution mass 
spectrometry (Xevo G2-QTOF) (See Supplemental Information Note 2 for detail). 
3) COi8DFIC8,13 and BODIPY35 syntheses follow the reported procedures from literature 
but are briefly summarized below (See Supplemental Information Note 8 for detail). 
Starting from lithiation of commercially available 3-bromothieno[3,2-b]thiophene 1, 
followed by carbonylation and esterification was afforded intermediate 2 as a mixture of 
regioisomers. The ratio of desired isomer 2a was enriched by recrystallization following 
our previous report.15 The obtained material was directly subjected to subsequent Stille 
coupling, BBr3 demethylation, lactonization, Grignard reaction, and Vilsmeier-Haack 
formylation, to furnish key precursor 4. COi8DFIC was afforded by a final condensation 
with difluoroindanone 5. The synthesis of BODIPY commenced with 2,3-
dihydroxynaphthalene, which was converted to the corresponding dihydrazine 6, and 
followed by formation of dihydrazone 7 for subsequent acid-catalyzed Fischer indole 
synthesis and decarboxylation to furnish the key building block naphthobipyrrole 8. The 
BODIPY scaffold was then constructed by orthoformation in the presence of POCl3 and 
following treatment with BF3OEt2.  
Module Fabrication:  
1) UV waveguide: Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2COO)6 nanocluster powder was weighed and 
dissolved in ethanol to prepare the solution at the target concentration (1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 
mgmL-1). The ethanol solution was mixed with mounting medium (Fluoroshield F6182, 
Sigma-Aldrich) at a volume ratio of 1:2.  
2) NIR waveguide: COi8DFIC or BODIPY was dissolved in dichloromethane to prepare 
the solution (100 mgL-1 for BODIPY and 125 mgL-1 for COi8DFIC). The dichloromethane 
solution was mixed with mounting medium (Shandon, Thermo Fisher Scientific) at a 
volume ratio of 1:1.  
This mixture was drop-cast on 50.8 mm ⨉ 50.8 mm ⨉ 3.175 mm (for J-V characterization 
and averaged EQELSC measurement) and 101.6 mm ⨉ 101.6 mm ⨉ 3.175 mm (for position-
dependent EQELSC) borosilicate glass sheets and allowed to dry for 6h in a glove-box filled 
with nitrogen gas (O2, H2O < 1ppm). After the composite films were completely dry, two 
components were encapsulated together by UV-curing epoxy (DELO) around the edges, 
where the two composite films faced each other within the encapsulation. The edge-
mounted GaAs PVs (Alta Devices) were used as received. For J-V measurements, two PV 
strips were mounted on orthogonal edges (each edge was fully covered) using index 
matching gel (Thorlabs) to attach the PV strips on the waveguide edges and were connected 
in parallel. The remaining two edges were painted black to block the light and internal 
reflection of light. For EQELSC measurements, one PV strip (composed of two GaAs PVs 
connected in parallel) was attached to one edge of the waveguide with the other three edges 
painted black. Correcting the raw data to account for 4 cell integration was done according 
to standardized protocols reported elsewhere.28   
Optical Characterization:  
Specular transmittance (T(λ)) of TLSC devices were measured using a double-beam 
Lambda 800 UV/VIS spectrometer in the transmission mode. No reference sample was 
placed on the reference beam side for the solid-film TLSC transmittance measurement. 
Reflectance (R(λ)) of the TLSCs was also measured using a Lambda 800 UV/VIS 
spectrometer with the 6◦ specular accessory installed on the sample beam side. The 
absorption spectra (A(λ)) were acquired by following the equation: A(λ) = 1 - T(λ) - R(λ). 
The PL for NC, COi8DFIC and BODIPY in polymer matrix were measured with a PTI 
QuantaMaster 40 spectrofluorometer with excitation at 400 nm, 650 nm and 680 nm, 
respectively. Photoluminescence quantum yields of NC, COi8DFIC and BODIPY were 
measured using a Hamamatsu Quantaurus fluorometer. 
Module Photovoltaic Characterization:  
A Keithley 2420 SourceMeter was used to obtain J-V characteristics under simulated AM 
1.5G solar illumination. A xenon arc lamp was used  as the illumination source and the 
EQELSC spectra of each TLSCs were used as the input to calculate their corresponding 
mismatch factors (MF): the MF values are 1.067, 1.051 and 1.052 for NC-only, 
NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs. The light intensity was calibrated with an 
NREL-calibrated Si reference diode with a KG5 filter. The position-dependent EQELSC 
measurements were performed using a QTH lamp with a calibrated Si detector, 
monochromator, chopper and lock-in amplifier. The measured EQELSC(λ) at each distance 
(d) was corrected by multiplying the geometric factor g = π/tan-1(L/2d), which accounts 
for the different angle subtended by the edge-mounted PV at various excitation distance 
(d), where L is the LSC waveguide length. A series of EQELSC(λ) spectra were acquired 
with the same TLSC device attached to the same GaAs PV, then the averaged spectrum 
was used to represent the whole device and integrated to confirm the JSC from the 
corresponding J-V characteristics of the same device. A matte black background was 
placed on the back of the TLSC device to eliminate illumination from the environment or 
reflection (double-pass) for both J-V and EQELSC measurements. All the TLSC devices 
were tested with the same GaAs PV cells to eliminate any PV-to-PV variation in 
performance. 
Lifetime Test:  
A sulfur plasma lamp was used to constantly illuminate the TLSCs for photostability 
measurements. The illumination intensity of the lamp was calibrated to ~ 1 Sun with 
NREL-calibrated Si reference cell. Three key parameters including A(λ),  EQELSC(λ) and 
IQELSC(λ) were monitored to evaluate the photostability of the TLSC devices. 
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Figures and Tables 
 
Figure 1 Working Principle and Luminophores of the Dual-band TLSCs. (A) 
Schematic showing the structure and working principle of the dual-band selective 
harvesting transparent luminescent solar concentrator (TLSC). The UV component and 
NIR component are separated by an air gap which enables total internal reflection within 
each waveguide and isolation of the emission from each luminophore. Molecular structure, 
normalized absorption and emission spectra of (B) Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2COO)6 nanocluster, 
(C) COi8DFIC and (D) BODIPY in polymer matrix. Both the absorption and emission 
profiles of all the luminophores are designed to stay out of the VIS range, maximizing the 
visible transmission and aesthetic quality. Although a small portion of the NC PL falls into 
the red range, the majority of the escaped PL from the top UV component can be 
reabsorbed by the bottom NIR component, enhancing the light harvesting and minimizing 
any red glow observed from the transmitted side. 
 
 Figure 2 Photovoltaic Performance of the Dual-band TLSCs. (A) Current density 
versus voltage (J-V) characteristics of NC-only, NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY 
TLSCs. All scans were measured under AM 1.5G illumination and all TLSCs were edge-
mounted with the same GaAs PV cells. (B) Average EQELSC(λ) spectra of NC-only, 
NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs. The corresponding integrated short-circuit 
current density (
) matches well with the JSC extracted from J-V characteristics shown 
in (A). The series of absolute position-dependent EQELSC spectra of (C) NC+COi8DFIC 
and (D) NC+BODIPY TLSCs, where d increases from 15 mm to 95 mm with 10 mm 
interval. The position-dependent EQELSC peak values of NC+COi8DFIC and 
NC+BODIPY TLSCs are extracted, normalized and plotted in (E) and (F), respectively. A 
NC-only, a COi8DFIC-only and a BODIPY-only TLSC are included as references. the UV 
and NIR peak decay behaviors of the dual-band TLSCs closely resemble those of the NC-
only, COi8DFIC-only and BODIPY-only reference TLSCs, respectively, confirming the 
effective isolation of the two components by the air gap. 
 
 Figure 3 Aesthetic Quality of the Dual-band TLSCs. (A) The transmittance spectra (T(λ)) 
of the NC-only, NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs along with the normalized 
photopic response of the human eye (V(λ)) for comparison. (B) The (a*, b*) coordinates of 
NC-only group, NC+COi8DFIC group and NC+BODIPY group TLSCs in CIELAB color 
space. Within each group the NC concentration (1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 mgmL-1) is the only 
variable. The (a*, b*) of COi8DFIC-only and BODIPY-only TLSCs are included as 
references. Inset: photographs of NC-only, NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs with 
NC concentration at 10 mgmL-1.  
Figure 4 Photon balance check. (A) NC-only, (B) NC+COi8DFIC and (C) NC+BODIPY 
TLSCs. 
 Figure 5 Comprehensive Analysis of Photovoltaic Performance and Aesthetic Quality. 
(A) Power conversion efficiency (PCE) versus average visible transmittance (AVT) and (B) 
Light utilization efficiency (LUE = PCE × AVT) versus AVT for NC-only group, 
NC+COi8DFIC group, NC+BODIPY group, COi8DFIC-only and BODIPY-only TLSCs 
in full-scale. (C) Zoomed-in PCE vs. AVT plot and (D) zoomed-in LUE vs. AVT plot for 
all the TLSCs. Note: The olive dash line is the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) PCE (or LUE) limit 
for non-wavelength-selective TPV with partial visible transmittance; the black dashed line 
is the practical PCE (or LUE) limit for non-wavelength-selective TPV with partial visible 
transmittance. The dark shaded green region indicates the target PCE and AVT (or LUE 
and AVT) combination only achievable with the wavelength-selective approach 
(theoretical). The light shaded green region indicates the target PCE and AVT (or LUE and 
AVT) combination only achievable with the wavelength-selective approach (practical 
limits). Literature reports (red solid triangles, also tabulated in Supplemental Information 
Note 6 Table S2) are included in both plots for comparison. The dashed boxes at the bottom 
right corners of (A) and (B) are the zoomed-in scale for (C) and (D). 
 
 Figure 6 Photostability study of dual-band TLSCs. Normalized peak values of 
absorption spectra (A(λ)), EQELSC(λ) and IQELSC(λ) for (A) NC-only, (B) NC+COi8DFIC 
and (C) NC+BODIPY TLSCs as a function of time under constant illumination. 
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Note 1 X-ray Diffraction Pattern of Cs2Mo6I14 Nanocluster Powder  
The observed X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of Cs2Mo6I14 nanocluster (NC) 
shown in Figure S1 matches well with previous literature report,1 which confirms the 
formation of Cs2Mo6I14 nanocluster from the synthesis of MoI2 and CsI. 
 
Figure S1. X-ray Diffraction pattern of Cs2Mo6I14 nanocluster powder. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note 2 Mass Spectrometry of Various Nanoclusters 
High resolution mass spectrometry scans as a function of m/z2,3 were measured and 
plotted in Figure S2. Mo has rich isotope distribution (92Mo, 94Mo, 95Mo, 96Mo, 97Mo and 
98Mo are the six main and stable isotopes of Mo), and there are six Mo sites in each NC. 
Various combination of these isotopes therefore results in the distribution in the 
corresponding mass spectrometry plot. The experimentally measured mass spectrometry 
patterns of the Cs2Mo6I14, Cs2Mo6I8(CF3COO)6, Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2COO)6 and 
Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2CF2COO)6 NCs match well with theoretical peaks, confirming the 
successful synthesis of CsMo6I14 NC and subsequent substitution of the apical halide 
positions with various ligands (including CF3COO
-, CF3CF2COO
-, and CF3CF2CF2COO
-). 
 Figure S2. Mass spectrometry patterns of (A) Cs2Mo6I14, (B) Cs2Mo6I8(CF3COO)6, (C) 
Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2COO)6 and (D) Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2CF2COO)6 NCs with the experimental 
measured data (top) compared with the theoretical isotopic distribution (bottom) in each 
plot. 
 
Note 3 COi8DFIC-only and BODIPY-only TLSCs 
The NIR component only (COi8DFIC-only and BODIPY-only) TLSCs (Figure 
S3A) were characterized for reference in this work.  
 
Figure S3. (A) Schematic of NIR component only TLSC. (B) Current density versus 
voltage (J-V) characteristics of COi8DFIC-only and BODIPY-only TLSCs under AM 1.5G 
illumination. (C) Average external quantum efficiency (EQELSC(λ)) spectra of COi8DFIC-
only and BODIPY-only TLSCs. The corresponding integrated short-circuit current density 
( Int
SCJ ) match well with the JSC extracted from J-V characteristics shown in (B). Photon 
balance check for (D) COi8DFIC-only and (E) BODIPY-only TLSCs. 
 
As shown in Figure S3B the COi8DFIC-only TLSC shows short-circuit current 
density (JSC) of 1.55±0.04 mAcm
-2, open-circuit voltage (VOC) of 1.00±0.01 V and fill 
factor (FF) of 81±1%, resulting in a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 1.26±0.03%. 
With significantly higher quantum yield (QY) of BODIPY compared to COi8DFIC, the 
BODIPY-only TLSC shows improved JSC of 1.84±0.03 mAcm
-2 with similar VOC and FF, 
leading to a corresponding PCE of 1.48±0.03%. The JSC values extracted from current 
density versus voltage (J-V) characteristics are confirmed by the integrated JSC ( Int
SCJ ) from 
the external quantum efficiency of LSC (EQELSC(λ)) as shown in Figure S3C. The peaks 
of EQELSC match with the peaks of the absorption spectra of the corresponding organic 
luminophores, and the Int
SCJ  values are 1.50 mAcm
-2 and 1.83 mAcm-2 for COi8DFIC-only 
and BODIPY-only TLSCs, respectively, which are in good agreement of the JSC values 
from the J-V curves. The photon balance for COi8DFIC-only and BODIPY-only TLSCs is 
consistent (EQELSC(λ)+T(λ)+R(λ) ≤ 1) as shown in Figure S3D and E, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note 4 COi8DFIC+NC and BODIPY+NC TLSCs 
Since the absorption profiles of the UV and NIR components are spectrally 
separated from each other, switching the sequence of the incident light passing through 
(NIR component as the top waveguide and UV component as the bottom waveguide as 
shown in Figure S4A) can still maintain good photovoltaic performance, which maintains 
the same aesthetic quality of the TLSC observed from the transmitted side. 
 
Figure S4. (A) Schematic showing the dual-band TLSCs with NIR component as the top 
waveguide and UV component as the bottom waveguide. (B) J-V characteristics of 
COi8DFIC+NC and BODIPY+NC TLSCs under AM 1.5G illumination. (C) Average 
EQELSC(λ) spectra of COi8DFIC+NC and BODIPY+NC TLSCs. The corresponding 
integrated short-circuit current density ( Int
SCJ ) match well with the JSC extracted from J-V 
characteristics shown in (B). Photon balance check for (D) COi8DFIC+NC and (E) 
BODIPY+NC TLSCs. 
We note that in COi8DFIC+NC and BODIPY+NC TLSCs: COi8DFIC or BODIPY 
is used as the top waveguide luminophore and NC is used as the bottom waveguide 
luminophore, and all the luminophore concentrations are kept the same as the 
NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs shown in Figure 2. In Figure S4B the 
COi8DFIC+NC TLSC shows JSC of 3.26±0.03 mAcm
-2, VOC of 1.01±0.01 V and FF of 
79±1%, resulting in a PCE of 2.59±0.01%. With slightly higher JSC of 3.55±0.06 mAcm
-2 
and similar VOC and FF values, the BODIPY+NC TLSC shows a PCE of 2.84±0.05%. 
Figure S4C shows the EQELSC(λ) spectra of these two TLSCs, compared to Figure 2B the 
NC peaks decrease by ~10% due to more reflection loss of the UV photons, and the 
COi8DFIC and BODIPY peaks increase by ~10% resulting from less reflection loss of the 
NIR photons. Therefore, the contribution to the overall Int
SCJ  from UV and NIR ranges 
becomes more balanced. The Int
SCJ  values of the COi8DFIC+NC and BODIPY+NC TLSCs 
are 3.26 mAcm-2 and 3.57 mAcm-2, which are in great agreement of the JSC values extracted 
from the corresponding J-V characteristics. The photon balance for COi8DFIC+NC and 
BODIPY+NC TLSCs is consistent as shown in Figure S4D and E, respectively. 
Although the PCEs of COi8DFIC+NC and BODIPY+NC TLSCs are slightly lower 
than those of the NC+COi8DFIC and NC+BODIPY TLSCs shown in Figure 2A, moving 
forward, with improved spectral coverage, QY and distinct separation of the absorption and 
emission spectra of the NIR selective-harvesting luminophores, the advantage of placing 
NIR component as the top waveguide could become more impactful and lead to superior 
PCE with the same aesthetic quality. However, as we note below it is also important to 
consider the impact of panel arrangement on lifetime, as putting the NC panel first can 
eliminate the UV from reach the NIR panel and in some cases help to extend the lifetime.    
Note 5 Photostability of the rest TLSCs 
Normalized peak values of absorption (A(λ)), EQELSC(λ) and internal quantum 
efficiency (IQELSC(λ) = EQELSC(λ)/A(λ)) spectra for NC-only (Cs2Mo6I8(CF3COO)6 and  
Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2CF2COO)6), COi8DFIC+NC and BODIPY+NC are extracted and plotted 
as a function of time under constant illumination in Figure S5. The lifetime of an LSC is 
directly a function of the absorption efficiency (bleaching) of the luminophore, quantum 
yield of the luminophore, and lifetime of the edge-mounted PV. Since we are utilizing 
edge-mounted PVs with lifetimes of greater than 20 years we track the absorption profile 
and quantum efficiency of each luminophore combination.    
All three parameters of all the NC-only (with various ligands) and the UV 
components of both dual-band TLSCs remain nearly constant after 700 hours of constant 
illumination. In BODIPY+NC TLSC the BODIPY peak also does not show any significant 
degradation. However, in COi8DFIC+NC TLSC with the NIR component as the top 
waveguide, the COi8DFIC is not protected by the NC from the UV light, a more 
pronounced A(λ) decay of the COi8DFIC is observed compared to that of the 
NC+COi8DFIC TLSC. Compared to A(λ), the EQELSC(λ) of the COi8DFIC peak shows a 
less pronounced decay trend due to less reabsorption loss, therefore, the corresponding 
IQELSC(λ) even slightly increases at this time scale.  
 
Figure S5 Photostability study of dual-band TLSCs: normalized peak values of absorption 
spectra (A(λ)), EQELSC(λ) and internal quantum yield (IQELSC(λ)) for (A) NC 
(Cs2Mo6I8(CF3COO)6)-only, (B) NC (Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2CF2COO)6)-only and (C) 
COi8DFIC+NC (Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2COO)6) and BODIPY+NC (Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2COO)6) 
TLSCs as a function of time under constant 1 Sun illumination.  
 
 
Note 6 Summary of All the TLSC Parameters and Literature Reports 
Table S1. Photovoltaic and aesthetic quality parameters of the TLSCs. 
Luminophore(s) G 
JSC  
(mAcm-2) 
 Int. JSC 
(mAcm-2) 
VOC  
(V) 
FF 
% 
PCE 
% 
AVT 
% 
LUE CRI (a*, b*) 
NC (1)a-only 4 -c 0.50 1.00d 80e 0.40 85.3 0.34 96.5 (-0.8, 3.0) 
NC (2) a -only 4 -c 0.81 1.00d 80e 0.64 85.0 0.55 98.3 (-1.5. 4.9) 
NC (5) a -only 4 -c 1.51 1.00d 80e 1.21 83.7 1.01 95.3 (-3.6, 13.0) 
NC (10) a -only 
4 2.0±0.1 2.42 1.01±0.01 80±1 1.94 
81.9 
1.59 
91.3 (-5.6, 23.3) 
8b -c 2.10 1.00d 80e 1.68 1.38 
NC (20) a -only 4 -c 2.93 1.00d 80e 2.34 78.7 1.84 84.0 (-7.6, 40.7) 
NC (1)a+COi8DFIC 2 -
c 1.86 1.00d 80e 1.49 68.5 1.02 81.5 (-13.3, -0.8) 
NC (2)a+COi8DFIC 2 -
c 2.18 1.00d 80e 1.75 68.0 1.19 80.8 (-15.1, 2.4) 
NC (5)a+COi8DFIC 2 -
c 2.88 1.00d 80e 2.30 67.9 1.56 81.8 (-15.8, 5.8) 
NC (10)a+COi8DFIC 
2 3.6±0.2 3.60 1.02±0.01 79±1 2.9±0.1 
65.6 
1.89 
82.9 (-18.8, 22.2) 
4b -c 3.00 1.00d 80e 2.40 1.58 
COi8DFIC+NC (10)
a 2 3.26±0.03 3.26 1.01±0.01 79±1 2.59±0.01  66.4 1.72 84.2 (-18.0, 22.9) 
NC (20)a+COi8DFIC 2 -
c 4.27 1.00d 80e 3.42 62.1 2.12 80.4 (-20.6, 33.7) 
NC (1) a +BODIPY 2 -c 2.07 1.00d 80e 1.66 78.4 1.30 89.8 (-9.5, 7.5) 
NC (2) a +BODIPY 2 -c 2.40 1.00d 80e 1.92 77.9 1.49 90.1 (-10.1. 10.1) 
NC (5) a +BODIPY 2 -c 3.10 1.00d 80e 2.48 77.2 1.92 90.2 (-11.1, 14.7) 
NC (10) a +BODIPY 
2 3.8±0.1 3.89 1.02±0.01 78±1 3.01±0.07 
75.8 
2.36 
88.3 (-13.3, 25.5) 
4b -c 3.32 1.00d 80e 2.66 2.02 
BODIPY+NC (10) a 2 3.55±0.06 3.57 1.02±0.01 79±1 2.84±0.05 73.4 2.08 86.1 (-15.4, 28.4) 
NC (20) a +BODIPY 2 -c 4.56 1.00d 80e 3.65 71.6 2.61 82.9 (-15.1, 42.7) 
COi8DFIC-only 4 1.55±0.04 1.50 1.00±0.01 81±1 1.26±0.03 76.3 0.92 81.6 (-12.4, -3.7) 
BODIPY-only 4 1.84±0.03 1.83 1.00±0.01 81±1 1.48±0.03 86.4 1.26 92.2 (-7.2, 5.2) 
a Inside each () is the concentration of NC (in mgmL-1) in the precursor solution. 
b 10.16×10.16 cm2 TLSCs for position-dependent EQELSC roll-off behavior study.    
c JSC values integrated from the corresponding EQELSC spectra were used for PCE and LUE calculation.  
d VOC of 1.00 V is assumed for PCE and LUE calculation comparison, consistent with the range of VOCs experimentally measured (1.00-
1.02 V) 
e FF of 80% is assumed for PCE and LUE calculation and comparison, consistent with the range of FFs experimentally measured (79-
81%).    
 
 
Table S2. An overview of literature reports for LSC/TLSC devices. 
References Luminophore(s) QY% Size (cm2) G AVT% CRI PCE% EQELSC LUE 
This Work 
Cs2Mo6I8(CF3CF2COO)6 NCs 80±5 
5.08⨉5.08 2 75.8 88.3 3.11 Yes 2.36 
BODIPY 40±3 
4 (TBA)2Mo6Cl14 NCs 50-55 2.5⨉2.5 6.25 84.0 94.0 0.44 Yes 0.37 
5 Cy7-NHS 20±1 2.0⨉2.0 5 86.0 94.0 0.40 Yes 0.34 
6 Cy7-NEt2-I 26±1 5.08⨉5.08 2 77.1 75.6 0.36 Yes 0.28 
7 COi8DFIC 25±3 5.08⨉5.08 2 74.4 80.0 1.24 Yes 0.92 
8 CdSe/Cd1-xZnxS ~70 20.32⨉20.32 31 84.8 91.0 0.525d N/A 0.45 
9 Si QDs 46±5 12⨉12 11.54 73.0a 84.1 0.79d N/A 0.58 
10 CdSe/CdS 45 21.5⨉1.35 1.23 84.9a 89.2 N/Ae N/A N/A 
11 SINc:t-U(5000) 
16          
(UV) 
7.6⨉2.6 9.69 89.0a 97.7 0.414d Yes 0.37 
8           
(NIR) 
12 CuInS2/ZnS 66 10⨉10 17.85 37.7a 76.9 2.18f Yes 0.82 
13 
Mn:CdxZn1-xS/ZnS (Top)  78±2             
15.24⨉15.24 
23.23 88.8b  95.5 1.3g    N/A N/A 
CuInSe2/ZnS (Bottom)         65-75 23.23 8.5
b 0.42 1.8g N/A N/A 
14 CuInSexS2-x/ZnS 40±4 12⨉12 10 45.6 77.1 0.93d N/A 0.412 
15 CuInS2/CdS NCs ~45 7.5⨉7.5 6.7 60.1a 82.2 1.57d N/A 0.95 
16 PbS/CdS 40-50 2.0⨉1.5 2.14 43.0a 65.6 1.68d N/A 0.72 
17 bPDI-3 LR 305 97.7 20⨉20 50 46.0a 57.0 1.90d N/A 0.87 
18 LR 305 LO 240 ~95 3.5⨉10 1.30 21.0a 19.0 0.23 N/A 0.05 
19 BODIPY Derivatives 64±1 10⨉10 6.25 
14.0 N/A 1.63g 
N/A 
0.23 
53.5 75.3 1.31g 0.70 
20 Zn Al co-doped CuInS2 N/A 1.8⨉1.8 4.1 82.5 99.1 N/Ah N/A N/A 
21 N-doped Carbon Dots N/A 2.0⨉2.0 2.5 78.4 93.5 N/Ah N/A N/A 
22 N-doped Carbon Dots N/A 2.5⨉1.6 3.03 77.7 95.6 N/Ah N/A N/A 
23 
BPEA Down-conversion 85 5.0⨉1.0 4.17 82.3a 50.3 N/Ah N/A N/A 
BPEA Down-conversion 
PdTPBP Up-Conversion 
85                 
4 
5.0⨉1.0 4.17 68.7a 42.5 N/Ah N/A N/A 
24 CdSe@ZnS/ZnS QDs 
79-83 
(solution) 
10.0⨉9.0 7.9 84.4 89.7 0.337d N/A 0.284 
Table S2. An overview of literature reports for LSC/TLSC devices (continued). 
References Luminophore(s) QY% Size (cm2) G AVT% CRI PCE% EQELSC LUE 
25 LR 305 CRS 040 N/A 5.0⨉5.0 2.5 0c 0 7.1 Yes 0 
a Transmission spectrum was acquired with a reference on the reference side of the double-beam spectrometer, so that there is an 8-10% 
absolute overestimation in AVT.  These AVT values have been corrected accordingly.  
b Tandem LSC consists of top and bottom sub-LSCs, however, the total transmission spectrum is not provided. 
c Reflector placed behind the test LSC as the backdrop therefore, the AVT and CRI are 0. 
d Optical efficiencies (ηOPT) were provided. ηOPT is defined as the ratio of the number of emitted photons reaching the waveguide edge 
to the number of photon incident on the waveguide front surface over the entire solar spectrum. Therefore, the PCE of the LSC device 
is estimated as: 𝑃𝐶𝐸 =  𝜂𝑂𝑃𝑇 × 𝜂𝑃𝑉
∗ , where 𝜂𝑃𝑉
∗  is the efficiency of edge-mounted PV cell under the waveguided and downshifted flux 
of the luminophore. 𝜂𝑃𝑉
∗  is estimated to be 27.6% assuming the highest commercially available Si PV with 22.5% efficiency illuminated 
under AM 1.5.26,27 
e Neither PCE nor ηOPT were provided. 
f This PCE value is certified. 
g Area of the edge-mounted PV was used instead of the area of the front surface of the waveguide in PCE calculation. 
h Although PCE values calculated from J-V characteristics were given, the reported JSC values are above the theoretical SQ limits given 
the bandgaps (even if their EQELSC of the corresponding absorption range is 100%, which is impossible given the lower quantum yield 
and waveguiding losses). Reported data is overestimated by 4-10 ⨉, due to dividing the Isc by the PV area and not the LSC active area.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note 7 Optical Simulation for TLSC Scalability 
Optical simulation is provided in Figure S7 and S8 for all the luminophores applied 
in the dual-band TLSCs. The practical size for the UV component with NC is over 1 m, 
which is ready for practical deployment. The NIR contribution can be balanced by reducing 
the concentration (balancing absorption and reabsorption) or increasing Stokes shift (SS, 
or spectral overlap). 
  
Figure S6. Absolute absorption and normalized emission profiles of (A) NC in UV 
component TLSC, (B) COi8DFIC in NIR component TLSCs with various concentrations 
and (C) BODIPY in NIR component TLSCs with various concentrations, respectively. (D) 
to (F) the corresponding normalized EQELSC as a function of plate length for (A) to (C). 
 Figure S7. Absolute absorption and normalized emission profiles of (A) NC in UV 
component TLSC, (B) COi8DFIC in NIR component TLSCs with various SSs and (C) 
BODIPY in NIR component TLSCs with various SSs, respectively. (D) to (F) the 
corresponding normalized EQELSC as a function of plate length for (A) to (C). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note 8 COi8DFIC and BODIPY Synthesis 
All chemicals and solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without 
further purification. Flash chromatography was performed with Silicycle silica gel (60Å, 
35-75 μm). Pre-coated 0.25 mm thick silica gel 60 F254 plates (Analtech) were used for 
analytical TLC and visualized using UV light. NMR (1H, 13C, and 19F) spectra were 
recorded with Agilent DirectDrive2 500 MHz spectrometer and referenced with the 
residual 1H peak from the deuterated solvents. 
COi8DFIC:   
 
Figure S8. General synthesis of COi8DFIC. 
Compound 1, 3, and 5 were purchased from ChemShuttle Co. The synthesis of 
COi8DFIC closely followed the literature reported procedures,28,29 with small alterations 
to a few steps. Briefly, the synthesis commenced with bromide 1, and in two steps the 
desired bromo ester 2a was obtained together with its regioisomer 2b in a ~2:1 ratio. As 
reported previously,7 we used recrystallization instead of column chromatography to 
separate 2a from 2b. Recrystallization of the 2a/2b mixture was done by dissolving the 
material in pure DCM at room temperature, followed by slow addition of Et2O to a final 
3:1 ratio in volume. The crystals formed after overnight standing at room temperature was 
collected and washed with cold Et2O to afford 2a in substantially higher purity (10:1 
2a:2b), and was used in subsequent transformations without further purification. To avoid 
yield lowering caused by prolonged reaction time, the final step reaction between 4 and 5 
was kept to no longer than 3 h and afforded COi8DFIC in 91% yield. 
BODIPY: 
 
Figure S9. General synthesis of BODIPY. 
The synthesis of BODIPY luminophore followed previously reported procedures 
with improved yields.30,31  The synthesis commenced with 2,3-dihydroxynaphthalene, 
which was converted to 2,3-dihydrazine 6 by treating with hydrazine sulfate and hydrazine 
hydrate,32 and subsequently to corresponding dihydrazone with isobutyl ethyl oxalate. 
Acid-catalyzed Fischer indole synthesis and subsequent decaboxylation furnished key 
precursor naphthobipyrrole 8, which was further transformed to target BODIPY by 
reacting with triethyl orthoformate in the presence of POCl3 then treatment with BF3OEt2.  
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